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@selectedwisdom

Hope there is a public discussion about how this White
House summit and government interaction with big tech is
contradictory & unproductive

MSNBC
@MSNBC

NEW: White House has invited internet and tech companies for a 
discussion about violent extremism online Friday. 
 
The staff-led meeting will include senior admin. officials along 
with representatives of a range of companies - @PeterAlexander

54 3:25 PM - Aug 7, 2019

146 people are talking about this

1- it’s been only a month ago that President Trump claimed the tech companies were

biased without offering evidence & he routinely attacks them despite these platforms

being the center piece of his campaign and support

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/07/11/we-will-not-let-them-get-away…

2- Last month, Trump hosts social media summit, does not invite companies, but

invites people who’ve been removed from platforms for threats of violence

Here are the extremist figures going to the White House social media s…
The Trump administration has invited multiple right-wing figures and conservative
groups to a “social media summit” slated for July 11. Some of these figures have
ties to white nationalists and far-r…

https://www.mediamatters.org/donald-trump/here-are-extremist-figures-going-white-ho…
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3- the social media summit, which the companies were not invited, nearly broke out

into a physical confrontation

White House Social Media Summit Recap
NPR's Michel Martin speaks with Katie Rogers, White House Correspondent for
The New York Times, to learn more about the White House "Social Media Summit"
that took place this week.

https://www.npr.org/2019/07/13/741485104/white-house-social-media-summit-recap

4- President said on Monday wanted to partner w/tech to find violent extremists, if I

were Big Tech on Friday, I’d say - we’ve pushed extremists off our platform, and

we’ve seen where they went, they were out there in your yard

5- when President engaged social media before at White House, he worried most

about his follower count Twitter declining as company reduced bots. He was either

disingenuous about his claims, or not smart enough to realize many of his followers

were fake

Twitter CEO Gently Tells Trump: Your ‘Lost’ Followers Are Bots and Sp…
Jack Dorsey may have wanted to use Tuesday’s meeting to talk up Twitter’s efforts
to fight the opioid epidemic, but the president had more important things on his
mind.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-gets-gentle-reassurance-from-twitter-chief-jack-d…

6- with false claims of bias, excessive worry about certain groups of extremists but

not other groups of extremists, executive branch partnering fairly w/big Tech is

impossible, especially when DOJ is pursuing anti trust review of Big Tech
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• • •

DOJ opens sweeping antitrust review of big tech giants, saying they m…
In a shot across the bow of online titans like Facebook, Google, and Amazon, the
U.S. Justice Department announced Tuesday it has opened a wide-ranging
antitrust investigation of big technology compa…

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/doj-opens-sweeping-antitrust-review-of-big-tech-gian…

7- Part anti-trust pursuit has been allegations Big Tech squelches competition, while

we rightfully want to shutdown extremist on small platforms, this also squashes

competition as white supremacists descend on understaffed/resources small

platforms

Mastodon Was Designed to Be a Nazi-Free Twitter—Now It’s the Exact …
Gab, which has been used frequently by neo-Nazi terror groups to organize and
recruit, is now the biggest node on the Mastodon network.

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/mb8y3x/the-nazi-free-alternative-to-twitter-is-now-h…
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